RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FOLDING SYNAPS OM90F
SYNAPS OM90F synthetic paper was especially developed as a print media for applications that
include folding. SYNAPS OM90F is no exception to the general rule that the automated folding of
synthetic materials requires some more make-ready time compared to paper. To anticipate
questions from designers and printers and guide them to the best results in the most efficient
way when using SYNAPS OM90F, we have identified the appropriate workflows for a number of
common folding schemes. They have been successfully tested by experienced operators at a
standard equipped professional print finishing company.

Map folding
Below are various accordion folding schemes that are commonly
used for the production of road and city maps as well as complex
folded brochures. The buckle folding equipment at the finishing
company is designed for six harmonica folds in one single pass
when using paper. Using SYNAPS OM90F it allows for five
single-pass accordion folds without any issue. As with paper,
there are no other measures needed but to adjust the folding
equipment to the thickness of SYNAPS OM90F (85 µm/3.35 mil)
v

and set the required sizes. In the same line of thought, there is
no need for sophisticated scoring systems as standard blunt
scoring rolls are recommended. There is no strict need to apply
extra pressure on the finished maps or use an extra squeeze unit
but doing so will clearly improve folding results. Relatively small
sized maps have a tendency to show more gapping but the
examples below illustrate a good balance between map size and
number of folds.

Accordion-fold map - End-size 10 x 21cm / 3.9 x 8.2 in.

Accordion-fold map - End-size 12,5 x 21 cm / 4.9 x 8.2 in.

Accordion-fold map - End-size 10 x 16,8 cm / 3.9 x 6.6 in.
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Map folding (continued)
Accordion-fold map - End-size 14 x 25 cm / 5.5 x 9.8 in.

Accordion + roll-fold map - End-size 14 x 16.6 cm / 5.5 x 6.5 in.

Book section folding
The scheme below shows the consecutive steps for folding a 32page book section. The first step in the process is to adjust the
machines to the right paper gauge; SYNAPS OM90F has a
thickness of 85 µm (3.35 mil). Since SYNAPS has no grain
direction the orientation of the sheets is of no importance for
either the production efficiency or the material behaviour.

As a common procedure - also when making paper sections - all
but the first folding lines are perforated. Except for the last fold,
all perforations use a standard rotary blade with angular shaped
teeth. For thicker folding packages it is advised to use a blade
with rounded teeth and strong perforation pressure. For
obtaining the most accurate perforations steel counter knives
should be placed next to the blades.

Book section fold - End-size 18 x 25.5 cm / 7.1 x 10.0 in.
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